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What are we going to be doing today?
- Getting to know each other a little better
- Looking at some examples of combining
language and art
- Taking a look at some useful resources
- Developing some clil materials of our own
- Sharing the ideas

……and discussing anything else that comes up



But first some games….



Image, language and advertising….



Actual text:   Wherever you get a stain



Actual text:   
Late is as good as never



Actual text:   
Actual size

Actual text:   
Because there

is more to a 
woman than

her body



Actual text:   Because dogs don’t always have it easy



Actual text:   Now with honey essence



Actual text:   Big sound. Small size



Actual text:   Specialists in luxury sports cars



Image, language and Surrealism….





Finnish photograph description and exchange
The image is horizontal. The photo is taken from 
the front. In the centre of the image there is a 
little girl walking on the beach near the sea. The 
sky is beautiful and the sand is greyish brown. 
The sun is setting and to the right side of the 
picture and the shadow of the girl reaches the 
left side. There is no artificial light. 

The girl is wearing a red Christmas wrapper on 
her like a coat and a silver Christmas decoration 
ribbon wrapped around her. The wind makes the 
Christmas wrapper sway on the left side 

She has also striped Christmassy pantyhose and 
grey socks but no shoes. She is dragging a small 
Christmas tree or one branch of it behind her. She 
is looking slightly to the left (sea). She has been 
walking a long time, the footprints and dragging 
marks are visible on the beach. The image makes 
me think of Christmas. 



The image is horizontal, not much wider than the height. It is taken on a winding staircase. The 
colours on the walls are mostly pale green(ish). The walls and the stairs look worn out and the 
wooden stairs are pale blue. 

There is also a window. You can see a piece of stairs and some trees. through it.  The window 
frame is white but the paint is worn out.  The staircase is well lit and the house is quite old.

The light is coming from the window.

On the stairs is sitting a young woman. Her hair is tied in ponytail.She is probably a cleaner or 
some kind of  domestic help. She is wearing a blue gown and white apron, white socks and sandals 
(like nurses use). On her left side on the stairs is a plate. There’s a toast with cheese, ham 
and boiled eggs on it. She is sitting on the stairs with her back turned towards the viewer. She 
is reading a book, having her lunch break.









“Creativity is the defeat of habit by originality.” Arthur Koestler

Ah yes…..creativity……

Why was your homework late?



• Everything is included
• Nothing is rejected
• Look out for, and be 

ready to use 
connections

That creative:
process:

“If you want to be 
lucky…..it pays to be 
ready.”



Some initial perspectives:

Route One
In the context of our art 
lessons, how can we stretch 
and develop the general 
vocabulary use of pupils and 
get them out of their 
language ‘comfort zone’ 
where there is an over 
reliance on words like ‘good’, 
‘nice’, etc.



Some initial perspectives:

Route Two
How can you use 
photographs, diagrams, 
paintings, drawings or film 
to encourage your pupils to 
develop more complex use 
of language?



Some initial perspectives:

Route Three
How can you highly use 
descriptive language in 
relation to your chosen 
content to challenge your 
pupils linguistically or 
challenge pupils to create 
their own descriptive 
language output?



Some initial perspectives:

Route Four
How can you develop 
creative language 
strategies that reinforce 
the learning and use of 
specific subject related 
terminology?



Some initial perspectives:

Route Five
Instructions are important in most lesson situations. 
How can you make use of the way in which 
instructions are given or used to challenge pupils 
linguistically?



Some initial perspectives:
Route Six
Summaries are important in 
many educational contexts 
and are used (and made by) 
teachers, pupils and 
publishers. How can you 
create language focused 
lesson strategies that make 
use of summaries or the 
production of summaries?



Some initial perspectives:
Route Seven
How can you create a lesson 
component that has an element of 
play, a game and/or competition?



Route Eight
Choose a particular area of 
language or grammar that you 
want to give a bit of extra focus to, 
this doesn't have to make you feel 
too like you are a language 
specialist and may actually fit 
incredibly well with your 
requirements dictated by your 
chosen content. 

Some possible examples:
•What, where, when, when
• Superlatives
• Past, present and future
• Homophones

Some initial perspectives:



Whichever of the approaches that you choose to adopt try 
and think broadly and avoid becoming too focused on one 
particular direction. It is highly likely to be able to solutions 
in numerous different ways. 

One good place to start is to decide 
whether to want to focus on:
•Reading
•Writing
•Speaking
•Listening



A couple of last points

Try not to just rely on and repackage things that 
you have done before

You can work alone, but working together with 
another person may get you further

Be ready at the end to present, or at least
explain, your ideas



Some creative results……?



Femke’s clil material







Those storycubes from the start…..any 
thoughts on a possible art related twist or 
variation?



Books and resources……..
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